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John Steven is joining the advisory board of ThreatModeler Software, Inc. Mr. Steven has over two

decades of software security experience including notable achievements in threat modeling,

cloud security, architectural risk analysis, and security testing. In 2015, he founded Codiscope, a

spin-off of Cigital which was acquired by Synopsys. He will be working closely with

ThreatModeler’s executive team to help shape and guide the company’s planning and go-to-

market strategies.

“Threat modeling can frustrate organizations because they’re advised to over-rely on singular

tactics, such as data-flow diagramming, and because they implement threat modeling as a point-

in-time activity. I encourage organizations to treat threat modeling as a capability, incrementally

maturing activity throughout their DevOps lifecycle,” said Mr. Steven. “ThreatModeler is uniquely

positioned to help teams facilitate threat modeling capabilities throughout their SDL. from secure

design, to security test planning, to defect or vulnerability triage and remediation.”

Mr. Steven, currently the Chief Technology Officer at Concourse Labs and Founding Principal of

Aedify Security LLC, possesses extensive knowledge in managing innovative security firms. His

capabilities include identifying and solving cloud risk problems through automated cloud

governance, as well as creating efficient threat modeling and security architecture. Mr. Steven is a

keynote speaker, co-author of the BSIMM study and has helped several CISOs define and

implement their security initiatives.

“We’re delighted to welcome John Steven to ThreatModeler. We’re continuously striving to

innovate and making one click threat modeling a reality. The experience and insights he brings to

our mission will be invaluable,” said Archie Agarwwal, co-founder and CEO of ThreatModeler.

About ThreatModeler Software, Inc.

ThreatModeler is an automated platform that provides a sustainable, self-service threat modeling

practice for applications and infrastructure that evolves as the infrastructure grows. ThreatModeler

encourages collaboration through its simple process flow diagram-based functionality. It is easy to

use in the creation of threat models which identify, prioritize and mitigate threats, while

communicating them broadly. ThreatModeler integrates with JIRA, Jenkins, and Azure Boards and

Pipelines, with bidirectional web services API also unifying stakeholders in collaboration. Teams are
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empowered to code and deliver new products with security built-in as early as the design phase,

which is based on global security and compliance standards.
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